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“In the Near Future” (detail), 2005–09.  Courtesy of the artist and Tanya Leighton Gallery, Berlin.

By Michelle Weidman

Sharon Hayes is the epitome of what formalist and conservative aesthetes hate about contemporary art. Her
work is queer, political and feminist but these aren’t the only reasons to love her.

Hayes also addresses the complexity of communication depending on the temporal and social context in
which it is located. She asks questions such as how many voices can be heard at one time before the result
becomes noise? Every utterance from a long gone companion may be impossible to forget. Alternately, we
may not hear a single word from a Republican primary debate broadcast and re-broadcast through a 24-hour
news cycle. Voice carries varying weight depending on who is speaking and why, as well as who is listening.
We may have never listened to Rush Limbaugh, but we have certainly heard him lately.

Hayes’ first solo museum exhibition in the US at the Art Institute of Chicago (AIC) closed on March 11. It
addressed not only the convergence of public and private speech, but also the potential of communication
wrapped in various forms of political affect. Hayes, a mid-career artist based in New York, was featured at AIC
as a part of the contemporary art focus series.

The exhibition was comprised of three parts, the video installation “Parole,” seven digital chromogenic prints
of spoken word record covers arranged thematically titled “An Ear to the Sounds of Our History,” and finally,
“In the Near Future,” a room of slide projections.

“Parole” circulated thematically connected videos around four screens of varying size that were embedded in
an enclosure constructed from plywood and soundproofing foam. The fabricated space acted primarily as a
symbolic barrier from the rest of the gallery. Included in the installation were diverse forms of speech – from a
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lecture and discussion by University of Chicago professor Lauren Berlant, a speech by James Baldwin, a letter
to a friend, to some of the artist’s public performances.

In many of the videos, performer and artist Becca Blackwell travels through various public and private spaces
– a kitchen, recording room, public squares and outdoor shopping malls (which are now often the same
thing) – recording, listening, justifying viewership through example, yet rarely reacting to the events and
speeches that are occurring. Her presence is formal, offering continuity, but also representing a model of
contact. She never speaks but she is not inactive.

The seven digital chromogenic prints of spoken word record covers that make up “An Ear to the Sound of Our
History” were individually organized to suggest sentences comprised of the album titles. Along with their
semantic suggestions they provide miniature aesthetic historical snapshots. They are the visual equivalent of
the DJ set performed by Hayes in which she remixed her collection of spoken word albums.

The final room of the exhibition contained “In the Near Future” a collection of projected images from Hayes’
protest sign performances that occurred between 2005 and 2009. In each projected image Hayes stands alone
holding an emblematic protest sign. It becomes obvious quite quickly, however, that many of the slogans
don’t function in the orthodox timely and persuasive style of political street language. Some of the signs
address the Vietnam War while others are declarations such as “I am a man.” In this way the signs represent
public address divorced from the urgency and the impotence of timely political speech.

In one section of “Parole,” the voice of author James Baldwin considers the role and motivation of a writer. He
notes that there comes a time when “a writer realizes he is involved in a language that he has to change.” In
the discussion with theorist Lauren Berlant, Berlant locates optimism in habitual acts of someone whose place
in the world has been annulled. The example Berlant uses is the businessman who, after the financial collapse,
would wake up every morning, put on his suit, take his suitcases and leave his home with nowhere to go. In
the context of these statements “Parole” and the exhibition overall operates as a poetics of breakdown and
hope in political language.
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by CATALINA LOZANO March 21, 2012

Aleksandra Domanovi! & Sharon
Hayes
PROYECTOS MONCLOVA, Mexico City

February 4–March 24, 2012

Share

Aleksandra Domanovi!’s practice analyzes socio-political transformations
through the production of images and narratives largely based on popular culture.
By decontextualizing and reconfiguring media content, Domanovi! delves into the
accumulative nature of information and its intrinsic indexicality. Like many
artists born on the communist side of the Iron Curtain, she is interested in the
difficult transition towards capitalism and the emergence of new social values,
and, in specific, in the case of former Yugoslavia (where she was born), how this
is all exacerbated by the outbreak of an ethnic and nationalist war.

At Proyectos Monclova, Domanovi! presents 19:30 (2010–11), a two-channel
video projection which articulates two heterogeneous sets of imagery: the opening
titles of several regional news networks of the former Yugoslavia and a stream of
shots of techno raves, which emerged in the same region, like in many other
places in the 1990s, as a strong part of youth culture. This unlikely marriage of
references is materially and conceptually made possible through the soundtrack, a
remix of the news jingles made by techno DJs. While the series of opening titles
evoke the socialist era of information distribution, the raves manifest forms of
collective social venting in this “new” society.

Watching the work, one becomes aware of the sense of expectancy which has
been increasingly built into news broadcast visual language everywhere. The daily
news here—of which Domanovi! never shows us specific content—represents the
rising tension which led to war, while the techno culture (which arose after the
signature of the Dayton Accords in 1995) comes to stand in for a non-
nationalistic, free-spirited attitude towards a yet uncertain future.

Unlike other of her works, 19:30 refuses to communicate with language, the
contradictory environment of progressively glossy television design and frantic
dancing is missing here that one finds, for instance, in her video essay Turbo
Sculpture (2010) which traces the influence of Western culture by describing the
appearance of statues of Hollywood celebrities in many cities of the former
Yugoslavia as an attempt to represent ethnic cohesion in an otherwise deeply
divided society.

For her part, Sharon Hayes presents I March in the Parade of Liberty, but as
Long as I Love You I’m Not Free (2007–8), a piece composed of a sound
recording and a spray-paint drawing on paper. The sound records an action in
which Hayes addresses her unnamed lover through a megaphone in the streets of
New York during five non-consecutive days between December and January
2007/8. Similar to other recent pieces, Hayes connects politics to desire or,
rather, she articulates a politics of desire. Through a long exploration of the act of
public speech and the spaces of political self-representation, Hayes has
increasingly involved sexuality and intimacy in the configuration of political
discourse, unveiling the impetuous force of affection in the construction of a
political self.

In I March in the Parade of Liberty, but as Long as I Love You I’m Not Free, the
artist partly describes a situation in which political engagement against the war
both unites and separates two lovers. Beautifully corny at times, Hayes’s speech is
as idealistic—“There is no prison in any world into which love cannot force an

1 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11.

2 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11.

3 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11.

4 Sharon Hayes, I March In The Parade of Liberty But As Long
As I Love You Iʼm Not Free, 2007/8.
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entrance”—as nostalgic about past common struggles—“…the ecstasy of being gay
and angry.” Hayes speaks publicly about abandonment and despair in relation to
both political representation and a love affair, using the formal language of a
demonstration, and thus revealing a thin, porous boundary between a private (in
this case impossible) communication and public speech in which communication
is not necessarily implied.

The drawing functions perhaps as a caption (as it features the title of the work
and the dates the action originally took place), stenciled on paper with spray
paint. This helpless call for action in such a personal affair prompts again the
intrinsic relation between love and politics.

However gratuitous the combination of Domanovi!’s and Hayes’s works under
such a small roof may seem (the gallery collaborated with Tanya Leighton who
represents both artists) together they convey a certain tension between the very
personal and the necessarily collective, the amplified individual voice and the
wordless shared experience of transient liberation.

Catalina Lozano is a writer and curator based in Mexico City.
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1 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11. Still from HD video
with colour and sound. 11 minutes. All images courtesy of
Proyectos Monclova, Mexico City.

2 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11. Still from HD video
with colour and sound. 11 minutes.

3 Aleksandra Domanović, 19:30, 2010/11. Still from HD video
with colour and sound. 11 minutes.

4 Sharon Hayes, I March In The Parade of Liberty But As Long
As I Love You Iʼm Not Free, 2007/8. Audio installation: 1 PA
system. Spray paint on paper. 50.8 cm x 65 cm.

5 Sharon Hayes, I March In The Parade of Liberty But As Long
As I Love You Iʼm Not Free, 2007/8. Audio installation: 1 PA
system. Spray paint on paper. 50.8 cm x 65 cm.
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Sharon Hayes
THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
111 South Michigan Avenue
November 10–March 11
Love, like politics, longs to speak through us, and we, reciprocally,
long to be heard and to speak: to feel as though on some basic
level our hopes, fears, and desires register somewhere amid the
forces that bind us to history and to one another. Sharon Hayes’s
work negotiates this territory while effectively disrupting the
amalgamation of public and private identities. Her practice affords
us a pause to reflect on the meaning of the classic feminist slogan
“The personal is political”—both in a general sense and also, more
specifically, in relation to LGBT rights today.

In Hayes’s solo exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago, curated by
Lisa Dorin, we are presented with a tripartite show that includes
Parole, 2010, first exhibited in the Whitney Biennial; In the Near
Future, 2005–2009; and An Ear to the Sounds of Our History, 2011. Together, the pieces are more than the sum of
their parts, and they reveal an artist working through various modalities of publicness in order to find the self and
selves, authentic or otherwise. In the four-channel video installation Parole, actress Becca Blackwell proffers a
countenance that is a near-blank slate; equipped with a microphone, she performs the work of a quasi-
psychoanalyst probing the world. Through vignettes of her listening in the street, a classroom, her apartment, and a
dance studio, the viewer is left to ponder how these encounters affect or construct her and, by extension, ourselves.

Hayes’s references and source materials here include James Baldwin’s 1974 lecture at Berkeley, Lauren Berlant’s
theorization of sentimentality, a 1904 Anna Rüling speech, a dancer rehearsing, and Hayes’s own declarations of
love. Throughout this exhibition, the audience is made to feel privy to that which, taken collectively, might be best
characterized as a type of prayer—one that is spoken against the odds that it will ever be answered but perseveres
all the same, defiant in its resignation

— Zachary Cahill

Sharon Hayes, Parole, 2010, still from HD single-
channel video, 36 minutes.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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Occupying the Near Future
Alexandra Kleiman

Sharon Hayes, In the Near Future (performance), 2009. Courtesy the artist.

Sharon Hayes’s 2009 performance and installation In the Near Future virtually predicted Occupy
Wall Street. The artist sought to investigate the figure of the protester and the contemporary
conditions of public space and speech, all of which had to be seriously considered by Occupiers in
the context of a digital public sphere that could be mobilized for disseminating the protest’s
messages.

The artist’s work in video as well as performance and installation often speak to time periods past
and to come. Her focus on the construct of gender, political protest, and public speech have long
served as sites for discussion and will likely remain as such. The artist will have a solo show at the
Whitney opening in June. Below are images of several of Hayes’s works accompanied by her
descriptions.

Artlog / Occupying the Near Future http://artlog.com/posts/298-occupying-the-near-future
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Sharon Hayes, We Knew We Would Go to Jail (installation shot), 2009. Courtesy the artist.

We Knew We Would Go to Jail is a two-channel video installation which examines the present
political moment through three quasi-fictional dialogues between pairs of 20 to 24 year-olds.
Positioned side-by-side, facing out at the camera, each pair converses with each other through the
filter of the camera/viewer. In this intentionally disjointed structure, the pairs discuss their
impressions of ’60s and ’70s radical politics, their memory of the ’80s as well as the possibilities
of radical action in a present moment. Directly opposing the image of the talking pairs, and
synched up to it in time, is another video image, this one a structured montage of shots of the
university. via

Sharon Hayes, My Fellow Americans 1981-88 (performance), 2004. Courtesy the artist.

In a 10-hour performance, Hayes read all 36 of Ronald Reagan’s official “Address to the Nation”
speeches, beginning with the Address to the Nation on the Economy, February 5, 1981 and ending
with his Farewell Address to the Nation on January 11, 1989. The Address to the Nation speeches
are a specific category of Presidential address. They are always given from the Oval Office and are
presumably spoken directly to the American people. via

Artlog / Occupying the Near Future http://artlog.com/posts/298-occupying-the-near-future
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Sharon Hayes, Parole (installation shot), 2010. Courtesy the artist.

Parole is a four-channel video installation that is composed of semi-autonomous video “scenes”
that string together to form a narrative without a story. Focused on a central character who records
sound but never speaks, Parole teases out multiple relationships between politics and desire,
intimacy and estrangement, speaking and listening, voice and body. The video installation is
composed of footage of performed events in New York, London, Frankfurt and Istanbul, Turkey as
well as staged footage of this sound recorder in various private and semi-public locations. via

Sharon Hayes, Communiqué (installation shot), 2002. Courtesy the artist.

Using a 1983 Ronald Reagan presidential address to the nation as an absent center, Communiqué
investigates the collective authoring as well as the collective reception of the institutional rhetoric
of the U.S. presidential office. Situated inside a 4-foot-wide corridor, the sound score bounces
between a left and a right channel, between fragments of exit interviews with five Reagan
speechwriters and excerpts of interviews with people asked to read the October 27th address on
paper and then respond to questions about the text. via

Join Artlog
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We Have a Future: 
An Interview with 
Sharon Hayes
JULIA BRYAN-WILSON

For the past fifteen years, New York–based artist Sharon Hayes
has used video and performance to question the politics of address,
to engage with histories of social movements, and to articulate
queer desire in the public sphere. She has stood on street corners
holding protest signs from the past (In the Near Future, 2005–
present), respoken every speech President Ronald Reagan deliv-
ered from the Oval Office (My Fellow Americans: 1981–88,
2004/2006), and recited letters to an unnamed lover through a
bullhorn while walking through lower Manhattan (I March in the
Parade of Liberty, but as Long as I Love You I’m Not Free, 2007).
On the occasions of the 2008 Democratic and Republican
national conventions, she traveled to Denver and St. Paul for her
two-part large-scale performance Revolutionary Love: I Am Your
Worst Fear, I Am Your Best Fantasy (2008) in which she recruited
large groups of queer people to read a scripted love letter in uni-
son near the convention sites.1 In late October 2008, we sat down
to talk about that piece and its relationship to her other work.

Julia Bryan-Wilson: Let me start with a quote by the art historian
Christopher Reed: “There is something queer about archives.”2

This put me in mind of several signature aspects of your work:
first, your reuse of historical documents; second, your commit-
ment to queer politics. By twinning these things, do you suggest
that our relationship to the past might be somewhat queer?

Sharon Hayes: That makes me think of an anecdote from
Revolutionary Love. I first encountered the subtitle (I Am Your
Worst Fear, I Am Your Best Fantasy) in the documentary The
Question of Equality (1995). In it is a still of a woman wearing a
protest sign hand-lettered with those words. That phrase cap-
tured what is interesting to me about gay liberation in the late
1960s and early 1970s, which was the total imbrication of poli-
tics and love, because for queer people to stand publicly in the
space of their own sexuality at that moment was a political act. I
was captivated by the phrase when I first encountered it as a sign
in a video. Later, while doing research into images from the 1970s,
I found an archive of Diana Davies’s photographs at the New York



78

Diana Davies. Donna Gottschalk
Holds Poster at Christopher Street
Gay Liberation Day Parade, New
York, 1970. Photograph © Diana
Davies. Manuscripts and Archives
Division, The New York Public
Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden
Foundations.
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Public Library and saw the image again—
this time encountering it accidentally—and
decided to use the phrase in my piece. Shortly
before the performance in St. Paul, someone
at the Walker Art Center, Creative Time’s
institutional partner in St. Paul, told me that
an artist they work with named Michela
Griffo had e-mailed them to say she had seen
the still in their publicity. Griffo and Donna
Gottschalk, the woman pictured, made that
sign before the 1970 Christopher Street
Liberation Day parade.

I bring up that anecdote because on one
level it was a pleasurable encounter with some-
one who was located at the origin of the 
photograph, and the archive is precisely what
threads me to her. On another level, pho-
tographs or other documents are the medium,
the line of transit between past and present,
and much of my work addresses such col-
lapsed temporal moments.

JBW: A parallel queer charge or current runs between the photo-
graph then and your use of it now, and between you and that
woman in 1970. In addition, for documents and images to be
stored in an archive, or to continue to circulate through time,
someone has to want to see them and save them. Recovering a
photograph from a dusty box is thus an act of desire. Collecting
is rooted in a possessive urge, and whole archives are generated
out of and depend on this desire. So much history gets dissemi-
nated, circulated, and uncovered because photos or letters pro-
duce a pleasure that exceeds their function as factual records.
The longevity of a lot of the documents you deal with probably
depends in part upon this libidinal exchange.

SH: For sure, there is something to be said for a photograph that is
sexy. I noticed another kind of desire when I went to the libraries
of gay and lesbian centers and looked through photographic col-
lections; in particular, the collections of photographers who were
shooting specifically queer events from 1969–1971. There the
issue of desire is completely transparent, because if you look in
the files you realize one photographer is taking pictures of beefy
guys he’s attracted to. Or another is fixated on collections of peo-
ple who are kissing and hugging. You see the desire of the docu-
menter quite plainly. So one site of a desiring encounter is between
the photographer and the subject, and then there’s my desire
toward that desire. Because when I look at any of those images,

Sharon Hayes. Revolutionary
Love: I Am Your Worst Fear, 
I Am Your Best Fantasy, 2008. 
St. Paul, Minnesota. Photo by
Gene Pittman for the Walker 
Art Center. 
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I’m not looking at just the body in the image; I’m
looking through the desiring eye of the camera.

JBW: You bring another kind of desire to these
histories. I don’t think it’s nostalgia exactly, but
in Revolutionary Love you look back, perhaps
with a certain longing, to the birth of gay libera-
tion for what it might tell us now. 

SH: Revolutionary Love is an extension of a set of projects
I’ve been pursuing around love and politics where I’ve
been doing what I call love addresses. My interest is in
mapping political desire and personal desire on top of
each other. In this case, in response to Creative Time’s
invitation to participate in the Democracy in America
project, I intuitively gravitated toward the conventions,
which I like despite their somewhat shallow spectacular-
ity. For Revolutionary Love, I invited seventy-five to one
hundred people in Denver and St. Paul to come out and
be flamboyantly queer with me on the street and to speak
a love address.

JBW: The performance functioned first as a live public act, but it
was also shown as a series of videos at the Armory in New York.
Likewise, your voice from the street performance I March in the
Parade of Liberty was played through large speakers at the New
Museum. You create installations, posters, photographs, and
other material related to your actions that are shown in art spaces.

Are you conscious when producing video documentation or
designing ephemera that you are creating your own archive?
What kind of afterlife do you anticipate for Revolutionary Love?

SH: Revolutionary Love was a performance that had value and
legitimacy as a live act, but I was very precise in shooting it.
Always in my work I’m interested in the event of a performance
and then what I call the not-event of its document. I wanted to
generate an archival document that speaks exactly to what we’re
talking about, which is that it demonstrates a desiring camera,
something that shows how the camera seduces.

JBW: The camera has more work to do in Revolutionary Love than
in previous works of yours, because it must capture a diverse
crowd rather than a solo performer. Could you speak more about
your transition from performing by yourself to enlisting others to
join you? In both cases, the address is in the first person, but the
tone and tenor of a solo voice registers differently than that of a
collective chorus.

Top: Sharon Hayes. I March in 
the Parade of Liberty, but as Long
as I Love You I’m Not Free, 2007.
Performance still. Photo by
Kristine Woods.

Bottom: Sharon Hayes. I March in
the Parade of Liberty, but as Long
as I Love You I’m Not Free, 2007.
Installation view, New Museum.
Photo by Collier Schorr. 
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SH: To be precise, seventy-five to one hundred people spoke a
text three times that was written from the first person, from the
“I,” so those people were speaking as one body. The shift from 
the “I” to the collective was partly intuitive. But I also was inter-
ested in the tension produced by a group of people speaking as
one, because it spoke to the impossibility of a collective, essen-
tial being.

JBW: You went to the convention sites ahead of time to make con-
tacts with local queer groups and enlist people as participants.
How did you embark on this organizing process?

SH: In each place, I tried to meet as many people as possible. I
held meetings where I explained where I was coming from and
that I had a somewhat unusual request. In each city, I hired out-
reach coordinators to do local organizing. In St. Paul, I worked
with two incredible outreach coordinators and we ultimately
gathered about seventy-five to one hundred people. In Denver,
though they have an active queer community, it was challenging
to find people willing to risk being publicly queer as well as to
occupy a public space in a nonnormative way. We started with
twenty-five to thirty people, but we ended up with an amazing,
open encounter where people joined in.

On the one hand, Revolutionary Love appears to be a commu-
nity project because I’m inviting people to participate. I chose not
to cast people or to hire actors, which was very important to me.
It had to be an open call. People had to be able to self-select, and
I had to entice people to participate. The process was an organizing
effort, but typically an organizing effort involves some incentive;
people usually respond to such efforts because they will be able
to make something or learn something.

JBW: Or speak their minds.

Sharon Hayes. Revolutionary
Love: I Am Your Worst Fear, I Am
Your Best Fantasy, 2008. St. Paul,
Minnesota. Photo by Gene
Pittman for the Walker Art Center. 
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SH: Right, that wasn’t what the performance was about either. I’m
not “giving voice to the community.” And sometimes there was a
fissure between the expectations a participant brings to a partic-
ipatory project and the reality that they’d be speaking my text, my
words. So the event offered a funny kind of collision, which I was
up-front about. I couldn’t predict how the participants would
find their own relationship to the text, but I told them I hoped
they would. I also asked them to dress flamboyantly queer, but I
did not script what that meant.

JBW: Because you did not police that in any way, people inter-
preted flamboyance widely, as you can see in the photo and video
documentation.

SH: I was also extremely careful not to predetermine what queer
was. That was something that was vital to me. This strategy
ended up really working, producing an event-ness for Revolutionary
Love that is quite odd; something familiar, but not exactly identi-
fiable.

JBW: It is not quite a performance, not quite a protest, not quite
totally intimate, not quite fully collective—it verges on each of
those. Was asking strangers to inhabit and vocalize your words
an audacious request? They didn’t cowrite the text; it was not
based on collective brainstorming.

SH: Some things were really interesting and challenging about
that. A couple of people memorized the script, but by and large
they read from it; still, they invested themselves in an incredibly
full way with a text that is not their own. It’s something we talked
a lot about.

JBW: The press release for Revolutionary Love stated that you
were intentionally creating a spectacle in response to the specta-
cle of the conventions. The word spectacle was deployed in that
context with great care, and it has a specific historical and 
theoretical weight. I’m curious to hear what, if any, relationship
you might have with that word.

SH: I don’t really feel any of my work is spectacular. And I’m not
sure that this piece was really spectacular. Certainly it didn’t and
couldn’t match the spectacle of the convention; nor did I ever
intend it to. But, having said that, as soon as you arrive in a city
during a convention, you’re in the middle of a circus of wildly
competing desires. In Denver a series of art events took place 
during the convention—the institutional partner was the group
Dialog:City, and they had ten other art projects going on. More- and
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less-organized sets of protestors came
as attendants to the convention appa-
ratus, and corporate philanthropic
groups came to host events. Many
things that were not at all related to
the election were claiming the site of
that audience.

JBW: Given the solo, micro-interven-
tions that you’ve staged previously,
Revolutionary Love represents a shift
toward a drastically increased scale
in your practice. Did you feel you
needed to magnify the address and
amplify your voice as a way to com-
mand some small part of these dis-
persed attentions?

SH: As an artist, I’m not willing to
concede the space of politics to politi-
cians and reporters and FOX News
and CNN. I’m not willing to relinquish
participation in the production of the
cultural imagination around politics.

I felt strongly that to do something in relation to the conventions
I had to magnify myself. I would get swallowed up if I were alone
in that chaos. I needed some pals with me.

JBW: By bringing many people together to read about love in
what was expected to be a space of protest and commercialism,
were you attempting to model some sort of provisional public
queer community, however fleeting?

SH: Maybe one answer to that can be got at anecdotally. In Denver
the performance took place at the Sixteenth Street pedestrian
mall, which is the only place I found a public—that is, people
who don’t intend to be on the street together: businesspeople,
homeless people, musicians, queer youth. All sorts of Denverites
were just going about doing what they usually do downtown on
the pedestrian mall. A set of extra people, roving groups of pro-
testors who were there for the convention, people selling Obama
merchandise, and so on, were also present. The day of our per-
formance, as we went to occupy the block and set up to speak, we
saw a right-wing band of protestors carrying very large vertical
banners. As we started to amass, we could see them coming. They
had all these huge police guys with them. Their banners read
“Fear God,” “Homosex Is a Sin,” “Homosexuals Are a Threat to
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National Security”—basic variations
on “Have Great Fear.” 

JBW: A homophobic Christian group
was on the street coming toward you:
you couldn’t have choreographed it
better. Those slogans encapsulate the
bizarre combination of anxiety and
fascination that queerness can inspire.

SH: And there we were with pink and yellow balloons that said
“GAY” and were happy and festive. We hadn’t started yet, and
they surrounded us, and then the police were around them,
which caused a scene and a spectacle (to refer back to that term).
All these passersby stopped to watch. I was sure they felt they
had found their home and weren’t going to leave. The scene was
quite tense, but I decided, okay, fuck it, we’re going to start. I got
out a bullhorn and did a little countdown, and, right as we started
speaking, they waved on. By and large we weren’t interacting
with them. We weren’t shouting them down. Maybe because they
couldn’t find anyone to spar with, they left. More likely, we were
bigger than they wanted. 

I never could have predicted this, but when they left an enor-
mous sense of victory or relief swept over us. It was ecstasy; we
were exuberant. And that was not constructed. Was it world
changing? Did it ripple beyond that moment? No, but it was pal-
pable. You could physically feel this claim to a sort of power. In
addition, as we spoke the text three times, all these people joined
in, many of them the queer and trans youth who hang out on
Sixteenth Street. They had no idea we were going to be there, and
suddenly we validated that space for them and marked it as an
affirmative queer place.

JBW: That wouldn’t have happened if you hadn’t decided to be in
that exact location. This emphasis on place takes me to some of
your past work, such as In the Near Future, where site plays a sig-
nificant role. In this work you are interested in rupturing a trian-
gle of coherence around historical protest slogans. That is, you
disarticulate the three elements that normally converge around
slogans: first, the words on the sign that you are holding—such
as “Ratify ERA Now!”; second, the body that holds the sign; and
third, the place and the time in which the body is situated. 

SH: In the Near Future functions differently than Revolutionary
Love in that there is an action. I actually don’t call it a perfor-
mance; I call it an action. I invite people to come and document
that action of me standing on the street for an hour at a specific

Opposite, top and bottom: 
Sharon Hayes. Revolutionary
Love: I Am Your Worst Fear, I Am
Your Best Fantasy, 2008. Denver,
Colorado. Photo by Andrew Clark
Photography. 

Above: Sharon Hayes. In the Near
Future, New York, 2005. Detail. 
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site with a specific sign. None of them are reenactments. I never
stand in the same site as the sign was originally held, but the sign
is almost always a specific citation of a past moment.

JBW: So, In the Near Future is site specific and cite specific.

SH: Yes. Each place has a history as a site of public speech or
protest. For instance, in one action I chose to hold the sign “I Am
a Man,” which is from the 1968 Memphis sanitation strike, at St.
Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City, which was the location of
the Stop the Church action and a lot of the ACT-UP agitations in
the late 1980s and early 1990s. That was an intentional mapping
of those two places onto each other. That piece functions curi-
ously because the action is completely quiet. 

JBW: No surrounding demonstration legitimates what you’re
doing. It’s rare to see a single protestor disconnected from a
larger mass. That singularity has the potential to make you
seem slightly crazy.

SH: Particularly because the places have by and large been urban
sites, people do a small double-take when they see me. The texts
are anachronistic. They don’t match the current situation. When
you see somebody out on the street with a sign, you expect that
you’re being addressed. But the current passersby aren’t being
addressed by these signs.

The assumptive ground that I operate on is that there’s trouble
in the site of public speech, a trouble that probably has always
been there but in this present moment has a particular set of ele-
ments to it. A city like New York has much more private space
now than in the past. I also think there is an exhaustion on the
part of the listening public, because they know or they think they
know what they can expect from people speaking publicly, par-
ticularly around politics. So, when they see me, they see a pro-
testor, and they think that they know what that is, but then the
incongruity of the sign belies that.

JBW: How important to you is it that you are the person standing
with the sign?

SH: This is foundational to my work, particularly the work I’ve
been doing over the last four years. It is not possible to plan what
the work is until I am actually doing it. At the same time that I am
doing the work, I am also rehearsing the work. So, the perfor-
mance is also a place of labor for me. How can I possibly ask
somebody else to do that work? If I did, then I wouldn’t get to
understand what it is from the perspective of that encounter.
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JBW: Several other artists work-
ing today are returning to past
moments of political protest;
for example, Andrea Bowers
and Sam Durant. Mark Tribe
had performers reenact histori-
cal speeches from the 1960s
and 1970s in his Port Huron
Project (2006–2008). Do you
connect what you are doing to
those practices?

SH: Revolutionary Love worked as a reference to gay liberation;
it was not a reenactment of gay liberation. And with In the Near
Future, I don’t have an interest in the protest sign as an aesthetic
object or in it circulating as a separate piece in the space of art. To
make a return to a past political moment by taking the sign and
putting it on a wall is problematic. My interest is in the act of
protest as a speech act.

JBW: Photos of you performing holding the “I Am a Man” sign do
circulate in art spaces, however. How does that differ from, say,
Glenn Ligon’s work that is based on the same sign (Untitled [I Am
a Man]; 1988)?

SH: With Glenn Ligon’s piece, there was a conscious and specific
translation of that sign, a filtering. He took that slogan and recon-
structed it through a process. He importantly reimagined it.
Similarly, I can’t just cut out the protest sign and put it on a wall
in this present moment, because history for me cannot be accessed
that way—it just becomes style. That excision is not actually an
investigation; nor does it tease out how history is rupturing in a pre-
sent moment. Instead, it becomes an anesthetizing of the conflict.

My interest was to actually work with protest and protest signs
by putting myself in the space of enactment. In this work, I
understand myself as a demonstrator, not only in a political sense
but also in the theoretical and methodological sense that Bertolt
Brecht describes in his essay “The Street Scene,” in which actors
are replaced by demonstrators.3 In Brecht’s epic theater, demon-
strators propose that the event has taken place; what you are
watching is a repeat. To think through my actions in In the Near
Future as a certain kind of demonstration that asks for a form of
critical viewership is helpful.

JBW: There’s also something pedagogic about it, which puts me
in mind of another aspect of Brecht: the Lehrstücke or learning
plays. You engage with the people who see you on the street who

Sharon Hayes. In the Near Future,
New York, 2005. Detail. 
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stop and talk to you. You explain that you are
an artist standing there to ask questions about
the space of historical political protest and its
function in the present.

SH: I don’t say I’m an artist. That’s the only
thing I don’t say. I say I’m interested in protest.
I say everything but I am an artist.

JBW: I didn’t realize that. Why don’t you iden-
tify yourself in that way?

SH: Because then they think they know what
I’m doing.

JBW: But you do otherwise describe your
process: you tell people where the signs come
from and what their roles in history have
been—so the work has an educative compo-
nent. And you’re also learning things—
you’re educating yourself about what it feels
like to be associated with the words you hold,

with all the possible risks and assumptions and complications
that entails.

SH: I think that is true; it is not didactic, but it is pedagogic. The
demonstration is a communication and a telling: it’s a narrativiz-
ing that recognizes the position from which it’s narrating. I’m not
trying to pull the wool over anybody’s eyes. It’s a very privileged
space to be in.

Sometimes the understandings are very small. The first action
I did with In the Near Future was at Union Square, and the sign
said “Actions Speak Louder Than Words.” I was standing there for
twenty minutes with the sign in front of my stomach, watching
people interact with me. And then I raised the sign over my head.
That gesture made a huge difference. Maybe this is minimal, but
in the space of doing In the Near Future, which is still ongoing, I
became very aware of the body and the limits of the body in rela-
tion to the sign. That isn’t a small matter, actually, because
whether you hold the sign at your stomach or over your head is,
on the one hand, a question of performance technique, but on the
other hand, it also points to the critical import of the body to an
act of protest.

JBW: It also raises some of the canonical issues of performance
art, such as physical exhaustion, duration, and ability.

Sharon Hayes. In the Near Future,
New York, 2005. Detail.
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SH: In this way, of course, it is an aesthetic question, but it is an
aesthetic question that is totally bound up in content as well,
because it relates to intelligibility. How does protest become
intelligible? Why and how can my specific body—versus other
bodies—make this sign intelligible?

JBW: Some intelligent theoretical work has recently been done
about art and historical research; for example, Hal Foster’s “An
Archival Impulse,” Mark Godfrey’s “The Artist As Historian,” and
Okwui Enwezor’s 2008 exhibition Archive Fever at the International
Center of Photography.4

SH: Historians and artists are alike in a certain sense. One of the
biggest challenges is how to embark on a search and truly not
know where you’re going. Often an archival investigation will
lead you toward what you knew or expected to begin with; so,
you’re only uncovering and finding material to literalize and con-
cretize the search that you’ve already mapped. That’s not the case
across the board, however, and a lot of artists who have been
talked about in the space of the archive or history are working in
very complicated ways.

JBW: Although you’re somewhat connected to the artist-as-archivist
issue, what you’re doing is a bit different in that you also point-
edly conjecture about the future. You invoke time travel by insert-
ing yourself into the space of possibility or speculation. Some of
the slogans you use, for instance, do not come from the past but
are invented—leaps of imagination, assertions of wishes for
protests that might happen but have not yet; for example, “The
American President Might Have to Call in the National Guard to
Put This Revolt Down.” The title itself, In the Near Future, indi-
cates that you’re intentionally Janus-faced: looking back and
looking ahead.

SH: The present for me is a moment that is both reaching back-
ward and forward, and it does so simultaneously. In a certain
way, I haven’t yet reconciled with the term archive. My work is
intensely research based, but “the archive,” particularly in the
way that it’s been taken up over the last ten years in discourses
around contemporary art, has tended to become quite solidified.

JBW: Well, that gets us back to the quotation that we started with.
Maybe the intervention that you make around archives is specif-
ically about queerness—that is, the unruliness, instability, and
eccentricity of historical documents. How you approach the past
and think about the future is inflected by your queer commitment
to understanding how history might warp or distort given different
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subject formations, different ideas about community, and differ-
ent relationships one has to the sweep of normative or official
history. We’ve had to create our own alternatives. We’ve had to
piece together our own patchwork of histories from out-of-print
paperbacks or hidden documents or stashed-away love letters. A
lot of what queer history is interested in is precisely what has
fallen out of the singular “archive.”

SH: Competing desires have played out in terms of the relation-
ship between queerness and history, especially the relationship
between queerness and visibility. What if queer studies didn’t
steer itself so intensely toward visibility but instead steered itself
toward questions of speech? What if, following Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak, we were focused as much on hearing and speaking as 
on seeing?

JBW: This takes me back to your stories about Denver, because in
part you were asking what it means to be a public listener. For
some of the people watching the action, the queer way to listen
was to join in. The invitation wasn’t explicit, but observers clearly
felt an implicit reciprocity or conversation that opened into a
broadly articulated “you.”

SH: Yes, and in English the singular and plural you are nicely the
same. With Revolutionary Love the site of listening is much less
in my control than it has ever been in my work. Because as soon
as you speak about love, as soon as you stand on the street and
say “I love you,” that enters into the listener’s psychosocial emo-
tional space in completely unknown ways. When performing
Everything Else Has Failed! Don’t You Think It’s Time for Love?
(2007), on the third day I saw a woman cry. I thought, why is 
she crying? I can answer that question to a certain extent. She 
was crying because something had touched her. But how did 
this work touch her, and what does it mean to me that it’s touched
her? 

JBW: In that piece, you stood on a street corner in New York with
a small amplifier and spoke a series of love letters you wrote,
many of which refer to loss and longing in a time of war. What do
you feel is your responsibility for having sparked, or been the 
catalyst for, that kind of emotional response?

SH: It is a conundrum for me. I don’t know what that means, and
I appreciate that I don’t know what it means.

JBW: Is it important that in these addresses the subject is queer
love specifically?
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SH: Absolutely. In Everything Else Has Failed! I dressed as a queer
temp. I kind of butched myself up even more than usual because
I didn’t want the love to be read as heteronormative. Yet I want to
be clear that queerness is not some kind of idealized space of
political action. I am not positing queerness as the ultimate site
of radicality, but I’m also interested in the specificity of gay lib-
eration historically and what makes queer people threatening to a
heteronormative political landscape.

JBW: We’re having this conversation one week before the 2008
election, in the midst of the raging Proposition 8 debate in
California. What will happen is unclear, but the proposition,
which seeks to ban gay marriage, seems increasingly likely to
pass.5 Even today, with the ostensible end of the culture wars,
something is still vexing or dangerous about queerness. And let
me say that gay marriage is not my issue; it’s not something I feel
politically galvanized around, particularly because “No on
Proposition 8” conversations interpolate all queer people as staunch
supporters of state-sanctioned marriage, which many of us are
not. At the same time, I recognize that gay marriage is a civil rights
issue and have been concerned about the homophobic campaign
tactics around it.

SH: I’m also not somebody who would stand as an activist for gay
marriage. And yet gay marriage is the route through which queer-
ness is put into the mainstream political landscape.

JBW: Sexuality—as much as race, gender, and class—seems 
foundational to the questions that are facing the American elec-
torate.

SH: What makes me anxious is that people aren’t so good around
those terms. Sexuality can lag so far behind other political for-
mations.

Sharon Hayes. Everything Else
Has Failed! Don’t You Think It’s
Time for Love? 2007. Performance
still. Photo by Andrea Geyer.
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JBW: I think we should wind things down before we get into a
frenzy about the election. I want to show you a photograph that
seems to encapsulate the issues you persistently deal with and
maybe leaves us on a hopeful note: in it, a group of men at a gay
rights parade in 1977 are standing in the back of a truck. They are
looking up and smiling at something just outside the frame of the
photo, almost as if in anticipation of something to come. The ban-
ner underneath them reads, “WE WERE HERE, WE ARE HERE, WE HAVE

A FUTURE.”

SH: I like that very much. The whole project of archiving, of 
documenting that “we have a past” is, in actuality, a desire for a
future, no? What a nice way of evidencing ourselves.

Rink Foto. San Francisco Gay
Parade, 1977. Photograph © 
Rink Foto.
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A Croatian Collective Takes Charge at Istanbul’s Biennial

By SUSANNE FOWLER

Arzu Yayınta! The members of the Croatian collective WHW. The group, who are curating this year’s

Istanbul Biennial, are pictured in the Feriköy Greek School, one of the festival’s venues.

ISTANBUL | For WHW, the Croatian collective that is curating the 11th

International Istanbul Biennial, which opens today, one of the biggest challenges was

how to stay true to its creative philosophy of the past decade without being seduced by

being in the global spotlight.

And then there were the lures of Istanbul itself.

“It’s hard not to be mesmerized by Istanbul,” said Sabina Sabolovic, one of the

members of WHW — or What, How and For Whom — which also includes Ivet Curlin,

Ana Devic and Natasha Ilic. “But because this moment in history is so crucial for the

whole world, we wanted to get away from being Istanbul-obsessed and ask a question

that absolutely has global resonance.”

That question — “What Keeps Mankind Alive?” — became the title theme of the

festival, which runs from Sept. 11 through Nov. 8 and features more than 120 works by

artists from 40 countries, including Sanja Ivekovi! of Croatia, Nam June Paik and

Sharon Hayes of the United States, Hans-Peter Feldmann of Germany and Canan

Senol and Hüseyin Bahri Alptekin of Turkey.

The title comes from a much-covered song from Bertolt Brecht’s “The Threepenny

Opera” which examines conventional definitions of wealth and poverty. Such

questions of identity and economics have been central to the works of the

Zagreb-based WHW.

The artists that the group has brought together will be examining globalization and

the effects of the economic meltdown.

“A lot of our work and even this biennial are very much

about the struggles and questions of what is a European

identity,’’ Sabolovic said. “Look at our own country,

Croatia. Our work is very much criticizing the blind

obsession with being European that is shaping daily

politics and the daily reality of people, the idea that the road to EU membership and

liberal capitalism is the only path and a complete amnesia about any sort of socialist

path.’’

A Croatian Collective Takes Charge at Istanbul’s Biennial - Globespotters Blog - NYTimes.com
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“Our collective,’’ she added, “always tries to deal with the social and political topics

which we feel are swept under the carpet.”

To help find the range of works, the members of the collective traveled for a year and a

half through Eastern Europe, the Caucuses, Central Asia and the Middle East. Many of

the included pieces grew out of this journey of discovery while others came from

artists and groups who have influenced and shaped the collective for the past 10 years.

Although WHW was catapulted into prime time when it was selected to curate the

biennial, its members have tried to resist putting on a show that might be more

market-oriented and less faithful to its core values of solidarity and collaboration.

“We really tried to resist reinventing ourselves,” Sabolovic said. “We are not doing a

loud, big, shiny overview of recent projects, but more really building of a thematic

exhibition bringing together different generations of work by artists ranging in age

from 27 to 76 and showing works from a very large time span, from 1965 to new works

created for this show.’’

“This is the most high-key, visible thing we’ve done and the pressure was on to

produce something new,” she said, “but it was really important for us at the same time

to remain stubborn.”

The biennial, organized by the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts under the

sponsorship of the Koç Group, takes place at three venues on the European side of the

city: Antrepo, or warehouse, No. 3 in Tophane; the Tobacco Warehouse, also in

Tophane; and the Feriköy Greek School, in "i#li.

Ticket information can be found here.
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ART

With Politics in the Air, a Freedom Free-for-All Comes to
Town

By HOLLAND COTTER

“Democracy in America: The National Campaign” at the Park Avenue Armory is a nonpartisan, nonelectoral

but intensely political convention-as-art-exhibition timed to coincide with the 2008 presidential race.

Like its Democratic and Republican counterparts, it lasts just a few days (it opened on Sunday and closes on

Saturday) and involves lots of speeches, music, funny hats and parties. But there are differences. The music

in this case is protest-song karaoke; the funny hats are on drag queens; the parties serve activist ice cream;

you get to give some of the speeches yourself. Got a gripe? Grab the mike.

One other difference is access. Normal conventions are up to their ears in security; admission is tightly

controlled. “Democracy in America,” which calls itself a “convergence center,” is open to all, no tags,

buttons, tickets, proof of citizenship or good will required.

Organized by Creative Time, which specializes in nonprofit public events, it is the final stage of a yearlong

project for which its curator, Nato Thompson, traveled the country, talking with artists about work that took

democracy, or freedom, as a theme. Creative Time commissioned several related performance-based pieces

on the subject that were presented in Denver and St. Paul during the conventions there.

The fruits, or traces, of all of this activity are installed at the Armory. And that late-Victorian pile, its wall

adorned with memorials to the Civil War dead, is an apt setting for art that addresses militarism, racism and

the contemporary divide between so-called red and blue states.

The show’s largest section is installed in the Armory’s drill hall and is dwarfed by the space’s hangarlike

vastness. The Center for Tactical Magic’s ice cream truck is here. Used in recent days to pass out Popsicles

and political fliers in parks in Brooklyn and Queens, it is equipped like a police command station, with

high-power surveillance devices and a media transmission studio, but it looks like a toy in this expanse.

A blinking, winking sculptural pileup of video monitors, cameras and motorized G.I. Joes by Jon Kessler

holds its own in the drill hall, as, less securely, does a mural by Chris Stain. But everything else is lost in the

space, particularly audience-participation projects that have no visual presence to begin with. To get off the

ground, these require lots of active bodies, and even then they feel forced.

Pieces assigned to individual rooms elsewhere in the building come across more strongly, and at least three

of them brilliantly. A few are archival displays, the most arresting by the collective called Critical Art

Ensemble and the Institute for Applied Autonomy, which for years have operated at the intersection of art,

science and politics.

In 2004 a founding member of Critical Art Ensemble, Steven Kurtz, was indicted under the Patriot Act,

accused of illegally obtaining bacteria samples, among other charges. The charges were eventually dismissed

by a judge. But outrage over the affair is still strong in the activist art world. And the piece at the armory

titled “Seized” is Exhibit A in its ethical brief: at the center of the installation is heaped-up trash, including
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pizza boxes, left behind by government agents who commandeered Mr. Kurtz’s home.

The exhibition’s best work, though, is film. In the tour-de-force department, the duo Ligorano/Reese

projects vintage Hollywood propaganda movies onto the head of a pin. And Kenneth Tin-Kin Hung, in a

hilariously scabrous animation called “Residential Erection,” offers a take-no-prisoners approach to the

current American political lineup: everyone has to go.

This is more or less the approach of the show as a whole. Most of its thinking goes way beyond party politics.

It lives instead in utopian realms where the prospect of radical change is taken as a serious possibility with

epoch-altering implications.

The artist Mark Tribe finds this potential for change in recent history, which he resurrects in public

performances of New Left political speeches from the 1960s and ’70s: Angela Davis’s incendiary Oakland

address on political resistance and Stokely Carmichael’s speech at the 1967 “Spring Mobilization to End the

War in Vietnam” in New York.

The re-enactments of both speeches, which Mr. Tribe has produced with actors as speakers but with a “live”

local audience, appear in the show on film. The panoramic projections make you feel part of the listening

crowd. And the speeches, although 40 years old, have a startling pertinence to politics now.

Chris Sollars’s film “C Red Blue J” documents major changes in his family’s history as he moved back and

forth between a “normal” suburban childhood and a fraught adulthood that finds him with a born-again

Christian father, a right-wing sister and a mother who lives with a female lover. The film opens with Mr.

Sollars in bed, as if he would rather sleep through the familial confusion that follows, which he sets against

the background of the 2004 election campaign and the Iraq war.

But he also keeps exhorting himself to wake up and do something. And he does. He looks hard at his past,

talks frankly with his family and tries to accept that, for better or worse, and whether he likes it or not, all

involved are now free to be what they always wanted to be.

Free to be what they want to be is also the goal of the dozens of performers in Sharon Hayes’s wonderful

videotaped performance piece, “Revolutionary Love 1 & 2: I Am Your Worst Fear, I Am Your Best Fantasy.”

The piece, which was performed and filmed twice — outdoors at the Democratic National Convention in

Denver and at the Republican convention in St. Paul — consists of a kind of choral reading of a text Ms.

Hayes wrote, a strange kind of love letter.

The readers in both cases are members of the gay, lesbian and transgendered populations of their respective

cities. The text, which incorporates gay liberation material from the 1970s, seems to be addressed to a

potential lover, single or collective, gender unspecified, but a lover with power — a United States president,

maybe, or a political party or the American people.

The tone of the writing is by turns amorous, anguished, exasperated and defiant. The writer would like to

persuade the lover to see reality in a new way, to see that division between them doesn’t have to exist, that

mutual love is possible, and an offer is being made. And if the offer is rejected? So be it.

The writer’s voice is in fact many voices, all saying the same words, loudly and clearly, as one voice: “An

army of lovers cannot lose.” And, as Ms. Hayes’s passionately intelligent piece asserts, it is at the

conventions and everywhere else, and here to stay.

It is, of course, quite a different militia from the one envisioned by the Armory’s builders, one that suggests

that enormous cultural changes have taken place. To which the artist-activists in the show would respond:
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“Enormous, but not enough.” Democracy — freedom, equality, all of that — still has a long way to go.

To help push it further along, Creative Time has scheduled a series of evening panel discussions and talks at

the Armory, which should help bring the drill hall to life. On Wednesday the Guerrilla Girls will scrutinize

the ethics of the quasi-democratic entity known as the art world. And Thursday night will be devoted to an

“open rant,” which means, I gather, that you arrive early, pull up a lectern (there are several to chose from,

all artist-designed) and stump for whatever mad dream you dream.

“Democracy in America: The National Campaign” continues through Saturday at the Park Avenue

Armory, 643 Park Avenue, at 67th Street; (212) 616-3930, creativetime.org.
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